Wisdom Community Newsletter, Issue VI
Pieces of Wisdom

Upcoming Programs

We asked our graduates: What becomes available when you
register your accomplishments?
I never got my 12th grade, and this year I completed it! It took
me 48 years, but once I started it, it took me 11 weeks. When
I got this diploma, my story that everyone was better than me
disappeared. Now anything is available to me. I can be
curious and confident in life and with people around me!
~ Krystalle Tanner, Calgary (Wisdom Assisting Team)
Focusing on freedom of self-expression, I started creating my
vision newly and sharing it with others—not only is my
business booming, I am on a national and emerging
international stage now, leading a conversation for non-profit
fundraising and philanthropy. ~ Michelle Muri, Seattle (The
Wisdom Unlimited Course)
I experience myself being out here with people and with life
and allowing my natural gifts to shine so others do the same .
. . empowering colleagues and students . . . from Year-end
Vacation, leading from possibility of "Celebrating as a
Community.” Empowerment, love and miracles . . . all with
ease and unstoppability. ~ Eilish O’Connor, Northern Ireland
(Partnership Explorations)

Partnership
Explorations
Pacific: June 26 – 27
Atlantic: July 24 – 25

Year-end Vacation
November 29 –
December 5

Advanced Offerings
Listening for the
Miraculous
September 11 – 12

Owning my long-held love of being lazy, I discovered value in
identifying the smallest action to fulfill any possibility. These
tiny actions are easy to practice and repeat and with time
become the foundation of big results. And as I now like to
say, practice is the “compound interest” of transformation.
~ Rose Grant, Australia (Year-end Vacation)

Next Issue: Why do you participate year-round in the Wisdom Course Area?
Contact us to share.

Did you know . . .
…that you could join us three times each year for Worldwide Web Events with
hundreds of your global best friends? Next opportunity: “What Are We
Building?” August 28, 11 am – 2 pm Pacific

Expand your facility with designing
your life, your work, and your
contribution in the world

Vacation Courses
Share, upgrade, and play with
conversations for the social part of life

Wisdom Community Gatherings
Participate in weekly inquiry sessions
on various topics

Inquiries of the Social Commons
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